Hurricane Lorenzo Hit Category 5 the Farthest Northeast in the Atlantic Record
by Matthew Cappucci and Jason Samenow
Sep. 29, 2019 – Forecast to weaken over the weekend, defiant Hurricane Lorenzo did the opposite - intensifying to a Category 5 with 160 mph winds for a time Saturday night.  In doing so, it became the strongest hurricane on record so far north and east in the Atlantic Ocean. 
Here are some remarkable facts about Lorenzo and recent Category 5 activity in the Atlantic:
• It became a Category 5 more than 600 miles east-northeast of the previously farthest east Category 5s on record - Isabel and Hugo.
• It became the 6th Category 5 since 2016 (after Matthew, Irma, Maria, Michael, and Dorian).  There have only been 26 Category 5 since 1960.
• 2019 becomes just the 7th year with more than one Category 5 in the Atlantic, joining 1932, 1933, 1961, 2005, 2007, and 2017.
• Its pressure of 925 millibars Saturday night was the lowest on record east of 50° west longitude.  The lower the pressure, the stronger the storm.
• Abnormally warm waters in the Atlantic, likely boosted by climate change, aided Lorenzo in attaining such strength.  “The water under Lorenzo when it was a Category 5 hurricane is about 28°C (82.4), which is about 1°C (1.8°F) warmer than average ... just enough to give it that extra jolt,” wrote Brian McNoldy, Capital Weather Gang’s tropical weather expert.
• As of Sunday morning, Lorenzo still had peak winds of 155 mph, making it a high-end Category 4.  The storm is expected to gradually weaken as it accelerates northeastward into much cooler waters, for landfall in Ireland.
• Its projected track brings it close to the Azores Tuesday night and Wednesday where “strong winds are becoming increasingly likely,” according to the National Hurricane Center.  After that, Lorenzo could affect the United Kingdom as a former hurricane Thursday or Friday.
• As Tropical Storm Karen withers away, Hurricane Lorenzo has become “one of the largest and most powerful hurricanes of record for the tropical central Atlantic,” according to the National Hurricane Center.
• Now packing 140 mph winds, Lorenzo became a Category 4 storm Thursday farther east than any other previous storm on record, save for Julia in 2010.  While far from any populous land masses at the moment, Lorenzo could be having an impact on the Azores in less than a week’s time — all the while marking a potentially ominous climate signal.
The Category 4’s sprawling cloud shield spans more than 1,000 miles — roughly the distance from Washington.  Lorenzo had the makings of a top-tier storm from the start.  The National Hurricane Center delineated it as an area to watch, with a “likely” chance of development, even while it was still a mere tropical wave over the African continent.
Lorenzo quickly bloomed, immediately after exiting the African coast for the tropical Atlantic Ocean, becoming a tropical storm around lunchtime Monday.  Its rate of strengthening has been notable.
At 5 a.m. Wednesday, Lorenzo was declared the 5th Atlantic hurricane of the 2019 season.  A day later, the National Hurricane Center announced that it had “rapidly [strengthened] into a major hurricane.”  By Thursday midmorning, Lorenzo was a Category 4, its winds having jumped from 85 mph to 130 mph in 24 hours.
Lorenzo is enormous.  Its hurricane-force winds extend up to 45 miles from the center, with tropical storm-force winds reaching out 265 miles.  The storm would be large enough to bring tropical storm-force winds to a region as large as the distance between the Delmarva Peninsula and Toronto.
Passing over somewhat cooler water, the storm is beginning to slowly weaken.  Recent satellite scans have revealed warming cloud tops, indicating slightly less vigorous updrafts within the storm’s core.  Meanwhile, the eye has lost the crisp, symmetric character it had maintained Thursday.  Microwave satellite imagery also suggests the inner eyewall has weakened somewhat.
Lorenzo is expected to maintain strength or gradually decline in peak winds over the coming days.  But it will remain a dangerous major hurricane through the weekend.  By the middle of the workweek, Lorenzo could affect the Azores, a remote island chain owned by Portugal.
For the time being, Lorenzo’s dance is just a show for meteorologists.  But beneath the surface, it is the latest overachieving storm to fit into a pattern ripe with overachieving storms.  Lorenzo’s central air pressure was lower than that of any other hurricane on record this far east.  It also became the strongest hurricane east of 45° west longitude on record.  Lorenzo is very much out of bounds.
It’s also only the 10th major hurricane on record east of the 40° west marker.  5 of those have occurred in the past decade, a number that National Hurricane Center forecaster Eric Blake called “probably no coincidence.”  Ocean water temperatures in the corridor swept over by Lorenzo are up to a few degrees warmer than their former average baseline, making the lower atmosphere replete with fuel to spin up a beastly storm.
Hurricanes are the atmospheric equivalent of large heat engines.  With more thermal heat input by the ocean as seas continue to warm, scientists have concluded that more of these higher-end storms are likely in the future.
A summary of available research from NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory notes that “tropical cyclone intensities globally will likely increase.”  An increase in the most intense tropical cyclones, Category 4s and 5s, may already be underway.  Each of the past 4 Atlantic hurricane seasons has featured at least one Category 5.
James Elsner, a professor of meteorology at Florida State University, notes that a marked increase in the maximum intensity of the strongest tropical cyclones has been observed, in particular over the Atlantic.  The most recent spate of hurricane activity has bolstered this link.
Emerging research also suggests that the latitude at which storms reach their maximum strength may be slowly shifting north, elevating risk for some of the more populous land masses along the northern periphery of traditional Hurricane Alley.
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